
URMRSCmeeting, Sheridan, WY October 1, 2016

The meeting was opened by Delynda at 1 PM with aMOS, 12 traditions by Christina and Concepts by

Andrew. Shawn read the JFT

Roll call

Delynda H, RD present, acting Chair, Mark SSecretary Absent, Teri M Present as Treasurer, Carla AD

present, Daniel present as RCM for CWA, Derrick present as Alt RCM for CWA, Ben present as Alt RCM

for CBA, Jay present as Alt RCM for FSA,Tommy present as RCM for WBA, Stephen H present as Web

Servant and acting Secretary, Daniel and Christina from Buffalo as members, Andrew from Evanston as a

member, Ron from Gillette as member and Katina from Casper as a member

The body has a quorum present to conduct business.

Stephen read minutes, Tommy motioned to have minutes accepted, Daniel 2nd
, Add Ben to roll call for

CBA, motion passes unanimous

Reports

Delynda, nothing to report

Treasurer, Teri's report attached. Tommy asked why not list deposits? Jay asked do we pass money on?

No since we're not above caps. Stephen asked about the signature card and why did Rob have a signed

copy ofthe minutes and revise the committee signatures. Teri stated that she believes she is the only

one on the account, everyone else has been removed. Need to put signers in these minutes after

elections for the bank. This committee didn't remove any signers from the last meeting and confused at

this time until more information comes out. Teri will ask the bank why the others were removed, and

will try to add the new members. Maybe some confusion between the accounts we have with the bank.

See below for statement assigning new members to signature card for the bank account.

RD report given by Carla, see report. No questions

Convention report, see report, not present and no other questions for Gail.

Web report given by Stephen, no other questions

RCM Reports

WWA: Given by Shawn S, report attached, no other questions for Shawn

CWA: Given by Daniel and report attached. Teri asks about the PO Box key and will be put in new

business. Questions on fundraiser asked by Carla, and Daniel stated the event is for books or other

services needed for H&1. H&I has a $1200 budget.

FSA:Given by Jay, and his report is attached, $600 donation from area and all is going well.



WBA: Report given by Tommy 0, and his report is attached. Stephen commented that meetings

unverified by their area are not on the regional web site at this time.

CBA: Given by Ben and his report is attached. No other questions for Ben.

Break at 2:15, reopened at 2:30

Sharing session:

Principles/personalities:

Christina talked about a life and death matter and personalities interfering with recovery. She is here

today for support from the regional body and wants to bring back some experience from the body. Ben

replied that he has had a stressful month and that it's human to have personalities come out with

others. Especially when resentments build up and he stopped doing step work. As addicts we are always

around strong personalities in NA and have to work on maintaining our recovery. He suggested talking

about traditions in meetings and home groups and asking addicts from other towns to speak on topics at

work shops or events. Carla shared that the new Traditions book is coming soon and helpful and

reminded us that this is a lower level of service. Jay shared that when problems arise the message of

hope isn't there and we can share hope and remember assets and experience and keep working on

solutions. Delynda shared that anonymity means when we walk through the door we are all the same,

no better or worse than others and we are all equal. We can also focus on common bonds and recovery

in NA and our similarities. It's important to keep showing up, allow myself to be here and to be happy,

as well as giving others the same right. Derrick has only has one problem, with self, self- will and ego.

He felt inferior at home group when he thought others should listen to him because he is right. Service is

hard to practice traditions and can get scared things don't go my way. When things go my way I get high.

He says he takes action on problems so they don't escalate and remember to help others.

Elections:

Shawn nominated Katina for Chairperson. Katina accepted and has 11years, part of regional service for

two years. No problems with a signer on account. Body voted unanimous on Katina for new URMRSC

chair.

Vice Chair, no nominations or volunteers and tabled.

RD, Carla nominated by Delynda and accepted. No other volunteers. She has 18 years continuous clean

time, AD for 4 years, willing to serve and enjoyed AD. Has not misused funds, nine years with Ben. Asked

about putting stuff off, staying on top of priorities. Body voted unanimous on Carla for new URMRSCRD.

AD position received no nominations or volunteers and tabled.

Old business:

Phone-line: Ben reported no action on phone-line for about 6 months. Was trying to get members

together to talk pros and cons on the phone line and options regarding money, time, possibly a new



position and work needed to develop. Katina thought this was a dead issue, surprised it still on the

agenda. Daniel said his area might drop their line if the region developed one. Stephen wondered if

there had been a motion for this, but no motion was approved and only some interest by several areas

but not a majority. Carla thought this would help new areas and region as a whole and could possibly

combine under a PRumbrella committee instead of a single position. Daniel and Carla volunteer to have

several meetings to discuss options, costs and ideas for phone line. Delynda appoints Daniel to present

information at the February meeting for phone line and the committee will be dissolved if nothing is

done.

Card reader: Stephen stated that the convention committee was asking about a card reader. Stephen

stated that their convention had problems with the card reader and charges were difficult to stop even

after the convention and an addict had received a 1099 for business profits. Katina sent the reader back

to the merchant services when chairing the CWA convention. Katina stated that there were still charges

on the statement even after the previous committee believed they had stopped all the charges. Delynda

stated that the body felt there would always be charges that would be assessed to the holder of the

service no matter who sets the account up and this body recommends cash as their transaction.

Motion by Teri that no electronic payment services are to be used by a convention committee, Teri

withdraws.

Jay says this is not self- supporting when we sign up for these accounts. We are giving authority to the

committee but remind them that it has cost us in the end and would like to stop this in the future since

it has harmed us.

Motioned by Shawn that the convention committee cancels all electronic payment options immediately

at the end ofthe convention. 2nd by Carla. Amendment by Carla to add this to the convention guidelines

and 2nd by Ben. Katina said we still have the same problem. Teri said allow pay pal, but no card reader.

Delynda brought the discussion back to the motion. Stephen said we are still doing the same thing and

expecting different results. Shawn said he wouldn't have made the motion if the committee hadn't set

the service up. Carla thought adding to the guidelines would help the committee be more responsible

and the world could change and at some point in the future so it's more spiritual to do it this way, Daniel

agreed.

Motion passes and convention guidelines will need to be updated, 4 for 2 against one abstain.

Tabled annual checkbook audit by Carla

Regional services/budget: Carla wanted to look at helping the state with public relations and funding

addicts to events and training on workshops.

Motion by Teri to add a budget line item of $1000 for regional service efforts above the $3500, 2nd by

Carla. Ben agreed to the motion. Shawn said it was good to take back to area since the region is

cancelling meetings how do we pay for this? Not a good idea. Jay asked how we fund a committee we

do not have. We should have faith in money that our needs are met and this is a service our committee



should provide anyway and the delegates should always be our first priority to the WSC and opposed to

a committee that is not developed. Teri thought this would be a good idea and we need to do this. Carla

says we can support a project like putting books in the WWC and the areas want us to fill in the gaps

that aren't getting served. Jay says we should already do this and don't need a motion to do this or any

extra money. Region is there to help the area and we don't need to earmark funds to do this and micro

manage the process. Voted 2 for, 3 against, 2 abstain motion fails. Several addicts thought this would be

a good idea and like the idea of the motion, possibly send back to areas to see what the need is.

Motion to hold $500 until the areas decide what services the region could provide to benefit them by

Ben, dies for lack of a second.

Teri motions to increase our general fund from $500 to $1000, 2nd by Ben. Jay says we need to find out

what areas need and this will help. Carla calls the question, 5 for 2 opposed, motion passes.

Zonal forum PRworkshops: Carla asks that the region put forth $100 for a fund to the forum to provide

workshops when the body comes to the region. Our region doesn't donate to the zone and CO is asking

each region to donate $100 for a PRevent which will be July 2017.

Motion to send $100 to the CO region to support the zone in PRefforts by Carla, 2nd by Daniel.

Ben is for this motion since there is not a lot of support for the form and they can use the funds. Shawn

wonders when we quit spending money when the region is dropping business sessions, also why send

money to a body without an account. Carla wonders why do we keep bringing up having less business

meetings? 4 for, 2 against 1 abstain. Motion passes.

Convention guidelines will be tabled as per the report by Gail W.

PO Box: Katina will check the box on a regular basis, per the guidelines Katina has been assigned to

check the box and distribute items in a timely manner.

Money matters:

Delynda returned $100 from zone travel and is asking $250 for this trip and will get a check for $150.

Carla asks for $78 and Teri requests $50 both for travel.

Next meeting is Feb 4th 2017 in CWA. The workshop will be at 10 and we can remind our areas that we

need a Convention chair for the FSAconvention 2018, web servant, AD, and Alt Chair.

The Upper Rocky Mountain Regional Service Committee is asking Bank of the West to include Carla

Wensky, Terri Moran, and Katina Tweedy to the checking account and all other members should be

removed.

Adjourn at 5:00pm

Stephen H.



-- - - - --------------

URMRNA - RD/AD Report
Sat., Oct. 1, Sheridan, WY

-----~9.
I'm not sure of the deadline for this cycle, but
if you are interested in helping on aworld
workgroup or project this cycle, contact world-
boardgma.org and also please fill out a World
Pool form at www.na.org/HRP. Workgroups

this cycle are Future of the
WSC;Service Tools for Groups,
Areas and Events; Delegate
Sharing; WSCseating; or other
periodicals - such as The NA
Wayor Reaching Out.

New IDTs are almost ready
and are: Applying Our Prin-
ciples to Technology and
Social Media, How to Use
"Guiding Principles," and
Atmosphere of Recovery
in Service: Every member,
inspired by the gift of re-
covery, experiences spiritu-
al growth and fulfillment
through service." I got to
sit in on two of these at

MZSSand both were really good.
Look for them to be released online at na.org
soon. I believe they were gathering input at
MZSS and CANA(which is happening this
weekend) and may edit them some for release.
Wewould be happy to workshop any of these
as a workshop topic before our Regional Busi-
ness meeting if anyone is interested.

HELLOREGION!

Probably the most exciting news happening
right now is the new Traditions book "Guid-
~ngPrinciples - The Spirit of Our Traditions"
is available for pre-order on na.org. Last I
heard they are on the shipping dock awaiting
transport to the office. I saw
a pre-release copy at the
Multi-Zonal Service Sympo-
sium last weekend in Milwau-
kee, Wi. They will be available
in hard back and soft cover for
$11 each. Right now pre-orders
are being accepted, but only
by the case. Hard cover is 24
per case and soft cover is 40
per case. A case of hard cover is
$264 and a case of soft cover is
$440.
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Updated versions of the Mem-
bership Survey and Informa-
tion about NA pamphlets are
available now.These items were
updated to reflect the 2015 Mem-
bership Survey results. This Mem-
bership Survey received 22,803 responses, which
could be considered low regarding the amount
of addicts in our fellowship. Franney,WBchair,
had mentioned an interesting idea of bringing
a laptop to service meetings and functions, and
helping people fill out the survey there to get a
broader view of our fellowship.

Webinars are ongoing on the topics of PRoH&I We both attended the Rocky Mountain Zonal
(also Inmate Step Writing), rural recovery and Forum in July in Powell,WY.Mark H.was the
conventions and events. Tommy 0 has partici- WBmember present and representation for
pated in a couple of these, and he may be willing every region in our zone was in attendance
to share some of his experiences with them. with the addition of Nicole from ND to observe
These are held every three to four months. Write what our zone does. If you all remember, we
PR@na.org,Handlgma.org, or servicesystem@ " shared that North Dakota is exploring Zones to
na.org for more information and if you would . see who they would best fit in with, and we are
like to be notified of the next web meeting. one of their options. Tom from North Dakota

http://www.na.org/HRP.
mailto:PR@na.org,


sat in on our Forum meeting at the WSC, and
it was nice to see that they sent representation
to our next meeting. We would welcome them
with open arms. At the Forum meeting we
discussed Role of the Zone in decision making,
A motion regarding Audio tapes, and brief dis-
cussions on the FIPT and the WSC statement
regarding this. We also discussed updating ,
our website and where we are at with this. In
addition, we are looking at possibly putting
on a PR event at the next forum, which would
be in Colorado in July of 2017.We are to gather
input from our regions regarding this and also
thoughts on a $100 contribution from each
region to fund this. We would like to ask that
our Region forward $100 donation to Colorado
Region to support this growth, and have asked
that this be placed on the agenda under money
matters. We have scheduled a VSee meeting
Nov. 3 at 8 p.m. to discuss.

NAWS update: Some interesting numbers:
5,460 letters received from inmates (this last
year?), have sent 33 institutional group starter
kits, 1,279 books were provided at no cost to
inmates, 422 tours of the WSO, 24,357 group reg-

--------~I).

istrations and updates. Side note: You can now
send group changes individually to na.org and
they will investigate and make changes accord-
ingly.
PR done by NAWS -10 professional conferences
attended, 13,000 Reaching Out e-subs, 12,807
Reaching Out paper subs, 9 webinars hosted, 17
movie consultations (wanting to get NA right
because addicts call and complain).
The percentage of Lit saleslcontributions has
changed - now NAWS is funded 87% by litera-
ture sales and 13% by contributions. This is the
highest percentage contributions have been
in years, which is great; but, as you can see we
still rely heavily on literature sales to fund our
services.
Our World Board is just finishing up their
meeting this week in California, so look for a
NAWSNews to be released soon with updated
information.

Thank you so much for allowing us to serve the
region in this way. It is very much a blessing.

In Loving Service,
DeLynda Ei Carla



URMRNA Treasurer's Report
October 1, 2016

For 6/1/2016 - 09/30/2016

Beginning balance 6/1/2016 $3091.63

Date of Deposit Check tI/ group/area Amount
06/03/2016 $200.00
07/05/2016 $586.00
07/13/2016 $75.00
08/01/2016 $4311.95
08/15/2016 $57.11
09/22/2016 $135.00

Total Deposits $5,365.06

Pending Balance $8456.69

Expenses Check # Amount
06/2016 107 * WY Western Area room s 50.00

110 Carla W. travel $292.66
111 Delynda H. travel $500.00
112 Mark S. travel s 75.00

07/2016 113 NAWS, Inc Lusk books $310.46

Total expenses $1228.12

Ending balance 09/30/2016 $7228.57



Web report for the Upper Rocky Mountain Region

Saturday October 1,2016

Upper Rocky Mountain Region:

Over the past several months the regional meeting list was updated several times and the
most recent being in September. I have the newest list for the RCMs and if you have any
changes note them on the list and hand them back to me or contact me later.

The service page has the most recent minutes' files as well as archives, some addresses
and phone numbers, and documents from the world service conference from previous
delegates. Upcoming events are listed on the events page and the convention page was
revised to reflect the next convention in 2017 with a flyer and a fundraiser. The regional
meeting was added to the footer of the web site for October.

A mobile phone program was added to the site to allow browsing from phone
applications which is easier to view than the regular desktop site and great news about the
BMLT meeting locator which I was able to reinstall and get working for the most part.
There is a problem with the google mapping and apparently geo location will only work
now with a SSL certificate on your site. I don't believe this will cost anything but the site
address could change from http to https if we want this mapping program to function
correctly and this is a change that all browsers have implemented for security. This is a
very powerful program and I hope I can get this working correctly because these maps
are an amazing tool for giving addicts access to meetings. I published several links under
Find A Meeting which are labelled Map Search and Wyoming Western Area so the body
can see how the mapping is not working. After the meeting I will remove these and
continue to update them as best I can. The WBA site will now work since the root server
has been updated and for those who have access, Carla, Rob, and Tommy I will get with
you and try to update some of these meetings.

The email account had requests from some addicts looking for meetings, and a request
from a comedian for the regional convention which was forward to the convention
committee. My term ends in February. If anyone has any questions or updates please let
me know.

ILS,

Stephen H.

Regional Web Services
urmrna@urmma.org
307-679-2270

mailto:urmrna@urmma.org


Regional Convention Chair Report 093016

Committee Members:

I would like to apologize for not being able to make it to the regional
committee meeting this month.

Our committee had a few rough spots with a few committee members
resigning, however we have managed to replace one committee member
for the Treasurer's position. We also have had a hard time getting all
positions filled. The committee decided that instead of continuously trying
to fill positions that no one seemed interested in taking on, that the
committee as a whole will work on the needed tasks. Fundraising and
Entertainment, Hotels and Hospitality and Convention Information do not
have standing chairs, however the committee has been able to function in
those capacities as a team.

The last few months the convention committee has accomplished quite a
lot.

• We have secured the venue and date of the convention, it will be held
at the Radisson (formerly the Holiday Inn) on May 26, 27 and 28th

(Memorial Day Weekend) 2017 with a deposit of $ 1000.00
o All meeting rooms will be free as long as we spend $ 3500.00 in

food and beverage
• We have sent out save the date announcements via email and social

media
• A Theme and Logo have been approved - No Matter What is the

theme



• We also now have a pre-registration flyer out until we finalize the
regular registration forms

o Pre-registration is $ 25.00 until March 1st and then it is $ 35.00
• We have held our first fundraiser and after expenses and cleared

about 275.00
• We will be ordering pre-convention t-shirts to begin selling at other

NA functions
• The committee has agreed to doing on-line registrations and I will be

working on getting that set up this weekend.
o The service we agreed on does not have a monthly fee it only

charges per transaction and once the event is over we close
the page

o The transaction fee is 2.9% +.30
• We also have a closed Facebook page to conduct business in

between the monthly convention committee meetings

Per Tommy O's report this area secured a storage unit, while they were
cleaning out the old spot a tote was found and after I inventoried it was
found to be the convention archives up to 2010. These items will be
merged with the other archive tote and passed back to region upon the
completion of this convention.

At one of our committee meetings the topic of amending the guidelines
came up. We discussed several proposals, one being the time frame for
the program chair.

The guidelines read:

Be responsible for the scheduling of all Convention events. Must submit the
program agenda to the Convention Committee 6 months prior to the
Convention for approval, along with the names of NA Main Speakers and
Program Speaker

The committee would like to bring to motions the changing of this to 3
months prior.

As I am not familiar with how this process works I would appreciate it if
someone, maybe Tommy 0 could bring the motion to this body.

I look forward to seeing you all in February -



Grateful to be of service-

GailW.



Upper Rocky Mountain Regional Service Committee
October 01, 2016 Sheridan, WY

RCM Report Tommy O. - RCM
Wyo- Braska Area

Committee members and interested parties,
Good afternoon. As with life in general, our Area has both some "good II and some "not-so-good" to
report since our last RSCmeeting. The two "new" Area servants to which I was so proud to introduce to
you all at the June RSCmeeting in Laramie, Karen M., elected as RCM 2, and (Big) Mike T., elected as our
Area's Treasurer (and later elected as the Convention Treasurer), neither will continue to serve our ASC
in those capacities at this time. Karen was re-hired at her job after being laid-off due to budget-cuts and
her work schedule, which consists of working weekends, precludes her from participating at both the
Area and Regional levels. Big Mike had made the decision to "step-down" from both being our Area's
new Treasurer and from being the Convention Treasurer due to what he perceived as a "conflict" in
procedures, for which I was truly saddened by.

To further expand on that; you see, our Area made the decision to "open-up" its own "storage unit" at a
local Storage facility due to several reasons, including taking responsibility for our own "things" (i.e.,
event-type stuff - coffee makers, plates, napkins, etc., and other "items" belonging to the Wyo-Braska
ASC). When we, as an Area, received all of the "Convention-stuff" at the last RSCmeeting, it was
suggested, since we now had both a "new" storage unit for the Area and "space" in that unit, that we
keep the Convention items there. Big Mike wanted the Convention Committee to ask the Regional
Service Committee to pay for half of the Unit's costs from now until next June. The RCM disagreed,
seeing it as the Area's responsibility alone. The Convention Chair agreed with the RCM but called for a
"vote" ofthe Committee but before that could even take place Mike resigned from ALL of his service
commitments to both the Area and the Convention Committee. Then the RCM, who also serves the
Convention as it's Program Chair, picked-up both the Convention Treasury stuff Mike had and the Area's
Treasury stuff. As I'm sure Gail will report, the Convention Committee was able to elect a "new"
Treasurer.

At our last Area meeting in August, we had five members in attendance; the RCM, the former Treasurer,
one GSR(out of three) from Cheyenne, one GSR(out of two) from Laramie and one GSR(out oftwo)
from the Nebraska Panhandle. It was determined that the only groups currently "active" in the
Panhandle are the Scottsbluff group and the group from Alliance. The listing of any groups in the Wyo-
Braska Area on Regional or Area meeting lists, other than the ones in Cheyenne, Laramie, Scottsbluff or
Alliance should be removed (I.e., Chadron, Kimball and Sydney), as they cannot be verified at this time.

Our Area approved participating in its first ever PRevent. A letter from "Recover Wyoming", an
organization one of our groups used to rent meeting space from, hosted a "recovery day" at the
Cheyenne Depot Plaza on Saturday September io" from 2 to 6 pm and invited various "recovery-type"
organizations to attend; each was asked to bring a table and their own materials to sit and answer
questions about themselves for the four-hour event. I believe it was a success as we (NA) had an
opportunity to get our name "out there". It was because of this event that we were invited to another,
next month at the local College Campus, which we agreed to participate in.

Thank you for letting me be of service,
Tommy 0 -Wyo-Braska Area RCM

307-214-4289
wharfrattommy@gmail.com

mailto:wharfrattommy@gmail.com


CBANA RCM Report
Oct. 1,2016

Hello Region,
Groups in the Basin are doing well. At the last service meeting we held elections, to take effect
fin January, and all positions are filled. I'll be stepping into the RCM position again and Ty, a new
member from Thermopiles by way of Florida is our new RCM alt. We are happy to have some
new faces at the area level.
H&I is growing and we are now bringing meetings into the men's side of the Park County
Detention Center. The women's side has been going in since January. There are a lot of
volunteers for the women, but only a couple of us are cleared for the men. Thermopolis also is
continuing to bring a meeting in their jail.
We may have one meeting change for Lovell group, as they are looking for a new location, but
are waiting for confirmation on that.
Cody reports their Monday night meeting is going strong with their Friday meeting lacking
support.
Powell is doing well with attendance and people are starting to show up more at the business
meeting. The one we had last week was very promising and positive.
Thermop reports to be hanging in there with not much attendance. Adding two new members to
their meeting that are eager to serve will be helpful for the group.
Lander is reporting lack of support at their business meetings and low attendance.
Riverton hasn't been present at the area meetings as well as Arapahoe, but both have been in
contact and reporting meetings are still going.
There was some talk about the Worland group possibly starting again, more will be revealed.
We have someone on the committee reaching out to the Greybull group to make sure they are
still meeting and haven't heard back yet. They may be removed from the meeting list, we will let
you know when we hear more. Their meetings are still being advertised in the newspaper.
Thanks for letting me be of service
Ben H.





October 1, 2016

Hello Upper Rocky Mountain Region. It is good to see everyone. The

Wyoming Western Area is still plugging along with all of the active groups.

We have one group in our area that has cut back a couple of meetings due

to lack of partlclpatlon, but the other groups are still going strong.

The Evanston groups have been trying to do a GSF but it has not worked out

due to lack of partiCipation. We have been having a GSF before the before

the Area meeting which Is also a work in progress.

Our area website is going through some changes to make transitions

between web servants a little more user friendly.

We had a Learning Days in Pinedale in July. It was very successful and

everyone had a great time.

We are still going out to the Uinta County Correctional facility once a month

and we have also started taking a meeting into the Wyoming State Hospital.

Both of these meetings are going very well.

If you have any questions, please let me know.

In Service,

Shawn S.Q
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